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A snail r.f. antenna in a mag-

netoplaama, which is operated in

the lower hybrid range, produces

the wellknown resonance cone. In

a warm plasma the resonance cone

is accompanied by an interfer-

ence structure, which lies inside

the cone for ш<ш . The frequency

ш is defined by the vanishing of

the curvature of the dispersion

surface /1/. Using the electro-

static approximation, the

potential distribution is given

by:
(1)
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where only the least damped root is

included and the integration is per-

formed along the dispersion branch

kLfk ), defined by the zeros of
D(ki.k )

S iB(«)[i*ee2(en)] (2)

The resonance cone angle and

the interference spacing depend

on the plasma parameters. We

have demonstrated earlier /2/

that the electron density and

-temperature can be derived

from the resonance cone measu-

rement in the electrostatic far

field using the low temperature

approximation /1/. In addition,

the more complex structure in

the near field could be related

to the second curvature of the

dispersion branch. It can be

generaly stated, that the shape

of the dispersion branch, which

can be derived numerically

from eq. (2), represents a re-

liable guidance line for inter-

preting the resonance cone

structure. The present contri-

bution is concerned with an

experimental study of the si-

multaneous action of thermal

and electron drift effects on

resonance cones.
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Fig. 1 Experimental arrangement
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Experimental arrangement

The experiments have been perform-

ed in a double plasma device (fig.l).

The plasma is produced by a DC dis-

charge in argon. The device is of •

the magnetic box type with 10 oxide

coated filaments and a cylindrical

mesh anode. The homogeneous magnetiz-

ed plasma section is separated by a

positively biased grid. Typical plas-

ma parameters are ne=(8-40)xl0 m~ ,

k_T =5-5 eV and B=66OxlO T. The re-

sidual gas pressure is below 0.02 Pa.

The relative high electron tempera-

ture is due to the magnetic mirror

(fig. 2.).
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Fig. 2 Magnetic field configuration

The electron drift can be varied

by applying a positive voltage to the

plate at the end of the tube. Reso-

nance cones are measured by two dif-

ferent antenna systems. The first

consists of a rotatable pair of r.f.

probes with a fixed separation of 20

mm. The second is a set of radially

and axially movable r.f. probes (fig.

1). In addition Langmuir probe* hava

been used for an independent deter-

mination of the plasma parameters.

Drift effects

For the case of a cold plasma the

main effect of an electron drift is

the influence of the Doppler-shlft on

the cone angle /3/. It causes a wid-

ening of the cone in upstream direc-

tion and vice versa. This was veri-

fied experimentally /4/ in a cold,

collisional plasma. For a warm plasma

the situation becomes more complex.

The full kinetic treatment /5/ of the

dispersion relation (eq. 2) shows a

more pronounced modification of the

upstream branch, which also affects

the thermal structures. However in

the case of low drift velocities

v.<v.. , where v.. is the electrond tn,e thf e
thermal velocity, Kuehl's result /3/

is recovered. Especially for the

downstream branch drift and thermal

contributions are simply additive.

Results

When the accelerating plate is

floating upstream and downstream

cones are identical irith regard to

the cone angle and interference struc-

ture. Electron density and -tempera-

ture derived from the cone agree

with Langmuir probe results. By ap-

plying a voltage of 5 to 10 V between

plate and grid a pronounced upstream/

downstream asymmetry is observed

(fig. 3). The upstream cone angle is

found 10S larger than downstream. In

addition the interference spacing is

now larger than expected from the

probe characteristic.

Using the second pair of antennas

we could study drift effects for

various antenna distances. The meas-

ured positions of th« main and inter-

ference peaks are shown in fig. 4.

Thermal affects «re expected to
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Fig. 3 Downstream ( ) and up- fig, k Location of main (x) and first

stream ( -) reaonance cone interference (o) maxima

shift the main peak towards smaller

angles in both cases. The magnitude

of this shift is roughly half the

interference spacing /3/. For the

downstream direction the drift

shift has to be added, while it is

subtracted upstream. Prom the asym-

metry we deduce a drift velocity of

v =8x10 cm/s, which is in good a-

greement with the value derived

from the plate current. Since
v

d

< < v

t n e the assumed additivity of

thermal and drift shifts is justi-

fied.

The enlargement of the inter-

ference spacing can be explained

qualitatively from the shape of the

dispersion branch in /5/, at least

for the downstream cone. For the

thermal shift of the main peak the

double-point of stationary phase

ha* a «mall к , which justifies the
z

low temperature approximation. The

first interference peak, however,

has a larger к , for which the de-

viation of the full kinetic solu-

tion has to be taken into account.

Although quantitative results can-

not be taken immediately from /5/

due to the different parameters,

the tendency for the downstream

branch has the expected sign and

magnitude•

Summary

We have demonstrated for the

first time the simultaneous action

of thermal and drift effects on re-

sonance cones. The drift velocity

can be derived from the asymmetry

using the low drift and low tempera-

ture approximation. For evaluating

the temperature from the interfer-

ence spacing a full kinetic solu-

tion of eq. 2 is necessary.
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